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Curriculum Vitae 

Jeroen Groenendijk was born on June 26th 1972 in Nieuwkoop. His education 

started at the pre-school play group "De Ark". At the age of seven, he received the first 

prophecy of his future from his grandmother, who told him to be a "boswachter" (forester) 

when he'd grow up. During the writing stage of his PhD research (some years later), he 

repeatedly wondered why he did not follow his grandmother's advice in more detail. 

He rather consistently neglected biology during his primary and even secondary 

schools, copying country contours from the atlas, and calculating right triangles and other 

nerdy objects, respectively. Suddenly, the idea came to his mind that it would be interesting 

to dig up dinosaur bones, together with the desire to work in some remote tropical country. 

After the start of his biology study at the University of Amsterdam (in 1990), his attention 

was gradually drawn towards plant ecology. The first odours of the tropical rainforests were 

enjoyed among the pressed, dried, and brown plants of the herbarium of Utrecht University, 

from which he picked equally pressed, dry, and brown seeds to study them under the micro

scope. After that, he got the opportunity to do his MSc thesis work in the Colombian Amaz

on. He spent five months climbing emergent trees and making inventories of epiphytes. In 

June 1996, he obtained his MSc. 

t\i the enu or i yVG, tie lerl tor ncuauor 10 paruclpaie in the rrotator/ mv^n re

search on the impact of pine plantations on soils and vegetation in the high Andes. He pre

pared a pilot study on population genetics and reproductive strategies of epiphytes in mon

tane and lowland forests in Colombia, and meanwhile worked as a biology education assis

tant at a secondary school. In the beginning of 1999 he spent another four months in 

Colombia, visiting possible epiphyte fieldwork sites for a future project. At the end of 1999, 

he chose for the relative security of a temporal job, and for a move into applied vegetation 

ecology, by accepting the PhD research documented in this thesis. 
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